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President's Letter
Howdy and welcome to this month's edition of 

"Sticks and Bricks"



 

August 4th- GBVBA Member Luncheon at The Hilton

September 1st- GBVBA Member Luncheon at The Hilton

September 11th- GBVBA Builders BBQ & Family Festival at Millican Reserve

October 6th- GBVBA Member Luncheon

October 14th- Fall Parade of Homes™ Kick Off Party at 

Mission Ranch

October 16th & 17th- 2021 Fall Parade of Homes™

October 25th- TAB Contracts Class with Don Shelton

October 28th- Builder/REALTOR® Fall Fest at The Reserve at Cottonwood Creek

 

 

WHAT'S NEXT
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Congratulations to the 2021 TAB Statewide Washers Championship
winners - Dennis McMillin and Travis McMillin representing the

GBVBA at the Sunbelt Builders Show!

 

Our GBVBA President, David Deutsch, and BCS Parade Of Homes™ Co-Chairman,

Dennis McMillin, presented Jimmy Pitman of Ranger Homes with a check for more

than $5000 for St Jude Children’s Research Hospital. These funds represent a portion

of the Spring Parade of Homes™ ticket sales. Ranger Homes built the St. Jude Dream

Home that was raffled off raising $700,000 for St. Jude!
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New data released by the U.S. Census Bureau and the Department of Housing and Urban Development,

combined with recent NAHB survey data, show that home buyers in the bottom one-fourth of the market have

been squeezed entirely out of the market for new construction due to a mismatch between actual prices of new

homes and prices that buyers expect to pay.

As a result, these buyers have been forced to look exclusively in the stock of existing homes – where the

inventory of homes available for sale remains in a historically low range at a 2.5-month supply, with a six-month

supply typically acting as a balanced market.

NAHB tabulation of recently released data from the HUD/Census Bureau Survey of Construction shows that the

median price of single-family homes started in 2020 and built for sale was $336,000. The vast majority (79%)

were priced between $250,000 and $1 million. Virtually none were under $150,000 (only 1% between $100,000

and $150,000 and none were under $100,000).

In contrast, the 2021 edition of NAHB’s What Home Buyers Really Want (based on a representative sample of

3,247 recent and prospective home buyers conducted in the summer of 2020), showed the median price buyers

expect to pay for a home is about $265,000. Half are looking to pay $250,000 to $1 million, and one-fourth are

looking to pay less than $150,000.
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New Home Prices Squeeze Buyers Out of the
Low End

 

https://www.builderbooks.com/what-home-buyers-really-want--2021-edition-products-9780867187830.php
https://nahbnow.com/2021/06/how-lumber-prices-are-hammering-housing-affordability-for-home-owners/
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In other words, in 2020 new construction was providing essentially no product for the bottom one-fourth of the

home buying market. Moreover, in 2021 the situation is likely to be worse, given that the median price of a new

home in May 2021 was up 18% from a year earlier, at $374,400.

In addition to the 25% of buyers looking to pay under $150,000, it is likely that builders in many parts of the

country are now unable to accommodate a substantial share of the 22% looking to pay somewhere between

$150,000 and $250,000.

The growing affordability crisis is due in large part to supply chain disruptions resulting from the COVID-19

pandemic. The change in lumber costs between April 2020 and April 2021 added more than $35,000 to the

price of an average new home. In May, builders reported that material costs in general had increased 26% from a

year earlier.

The widespread shortages are not just limited to building materials – builders are also grappling with a dearth of

workers, as the number of open construction jobs increased to 357,000 in April. On top of this, NAHB recently

estimated that regulation is now accounting for over $93,000 of the price of an average new home.

Buyers unable to find new homes in their price range are also likely to have increasing difficulty finding

something in the market for existing homes, which have registered large price hikes as well. The median sales

price for existing homes in May was $350,300, up 23.6% from a year earlier, and the 111th consecutive month of

year-over-year increases.

Why Builder Lumber Prices Remain Higher than
Headlines Suggest

While the price of framing lumber has dropped roughly 50% over the past seven weeks according to Random

Lengths, prices paid by builders have declined by a fraction of that amount. The disconnect — which has always

existed — is inherent to the lumber supply chain.

This post outlines the reasons why when lumber market prices drop sharply there can be a long lag time before

these full price reductions trickle down to builders and why higher prices reach builders with a much smaller lag

time when the price of lumber increases.

The Lumber Supply Chain

The supply chain for dimensional lumber typically consists of five stages.

Timber is harvested from the forest and shipped to a sawmill.

Saw logs are cut to dimension at the mill and shipped to a distributor.

The wholesaler delivers to lumber retailers such as lumberyards and building materials suppliers.

Customers purchase the product to use as a production input.

The end-user (e.g., home builder) constructs a home.

https://nahbnow.com/2021/06/housing-prices-likely-to-remain-high-as-supply-remains-low-disproportionately-affecting-minorities/
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A lumber company may operate at one stage or multiple stages. In the latter case, the firm is said to be

vertically integrated— such structure is commonplace in the lumber industry. For example, large lumber

companies may own:

timberlands from which they get logs,

mills at which they cut (and may also plane) lumber, and

a distribution network or building materials supply company.

Sources of Price Timing Differences

Coverage of the recent fall in lumber prices — usually proxied by futures in the media — began in May. Indeed,

the price of July lumber futures has declined 56% since peaking on May 10 and by 46% since May 14 (the final

trading day of May 2021 futures contracts).

As the price declines began grabbing headlines, however, the price of lumber packages quoted to builders

held at record highs. In economics jargon, prices paid by builders — or “street” prices — were “sticky.”  This

dynamic is primarily due to dealers’ inventory carrying costs and potentially large differences between the

price at which inventory is bought and sold.

To maintain margins, retailers and wholesalers do their best to buy low and sell high. At the very least, they try

to avoid buying high and selling low, which happens to be the biggest risk in an environment of rapidly falling

prices. For example, had a lumberyard quoted a client at prevailing prices two weeks ago, it would be taking a

25% loss relative to current pricing. Thus, a supplier that quotes clients at current market prices will

consistently lose money when prices are falling.

Suppliers’ inventories will also tend to be tighter during periods of falling prices. Whatever inventory the

business has on hand was expensive relative to current prices. This gives wholesalers and retailers incentive to

run through that inventory while they can still get close to what they paid for it — and doing so without souring

relationships with customers. And for reasons stated above, they will be “trigger shy” to buy more lumber than

they are contractually obligated to provide to customers for fear of ending up with a load of inventory on which

they will take a loss.



When Do Lower Prices Reach Builders?

Home builders and remodelers begin to get price relief once mill prices have substantially decreased for an

extended period and/or stabilized. Note that large price decreases alone may not be sufficient. Prices must fall for

long enough to materially lower a supplier’s average costs after a run-up. Depending on the rate and consistency

of price decreases and whether prices have stabilized at the lower level, it may take a few weeks to a couple of

months for builders to see price relief on the order initially reported in the futures or cash markets.

The length of this “waiting period” varies with builder size, supplier size, and the specific builder-supplier

relationship.  Buying power is positively correlated with the size of a residential construction firm while the same

is true for suppliers’ seller power, all else equal. The relative difference in market power between the buyer and

seller is crucial in determining how quickly lower prices transmit to a customer.

Personal and business relationships also influence timing. Home building is an industry that is highly dependent

upon relationships both with customers as well as vendors (which is why most building materials dealers belong

to their local builders association). The length and quality of a builder-vendor relationship can positively affect

how soon the builder is quoted lower lumber prices.

Why Do Builders’ Lumber Costs Increase with Market Prices?

In contrast to the dynamics of an environment with falling prices, higher prices reach builders with a much

smaller lag when market prices are increasing. The same forces that lead to large lags relative to mill prices on the

way down can help explain why builders’ lumber costs may increase in tandem with mill prices.

Wholesalers tend to be “trigger happy” when prices skyrocket. As the cost of their inventory is low relative to

cash prices during these periods, they will quote at or near current market prices. The environment is one in

which wholesalers are assured to buy low and sell high.

However, wholesalers cannot predict when a bull market is going to end and buy their lumber according to how

likely they believe it will last. As different buyers may have different forecasts, disparities in purchasing behavior

can arise. A wholesaler that assumes lumber prices will keep rising for two months will buy more inventory than

one assuming the run will last for two weeks.

Retailers generally have less buying power than wholesalers have selling power. In such a scenario, the retailer

(e.g., lumberyard) is said to be a “price taker.” As a result, their inventory costs tend to increase in step with

market prices. These higher costs are passed on to builders in order to maintain positive operating margins.

Thus, lumber retailers are less likely than wholesalers to realize outsized profits when prices are rising.
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B/CS Development News

Novemoer

www.gbvbuilders.org
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January

 

98            18.33M            248             48.38M         184          34.68M

67              13.05M            157           31.23M          170          34.65M

165            31.38M           405            79.61M          354          69.33M

416              300             263                234                    40                26

June

April
Novemoer City of College Station

City Council meets on the 2nd and 4th Thursday of the month
City Council Workshop begins at 5:30 pm, regular meeting at 7 pm Planning & Zoning

meets on the 1st and 3rd Thursday at 7 pm

City of Bryan-City Council meets on the 2nd and 4th Tuesday of the month at
3:30 pm

Planning & Zoning meets 1st and 3rd Thursday
Workshop at 5:00 pm, Regular at 6:00 pm

Building & Standards Commission meets on the 4th Monday at 6:00 pm



Victor Drozd  764.00
Randy French 377.00

Bill Pitman  335.50
Michael Schaefer 349.50
Cerene Wharton 255.00  

Randy Birdwell 239.50
Keith Ellis 218.00

Claire Hammack 162.00
John Howe 147.50
Larry Mariott 114.0

D'Ann Brown 118.50
John Magruder 128.50

Buck Prewitt 105.0
Donald Borski 101.0
Roger Williams 93.00
Paul Turney 101.75
John Godfrey 87.50
Doug Groves 83.75

Tina Sides 67.50
Jimmy Pitman 76.0
Billy Chenault 63.50

Bill Lero 61.50
Brian Windham 66.50
Melanie Becka 48.25
Randall Pitcock 43.25
Charles Thomas 37.00

Mark Weber 36.50
Coulter Mariott 30.50
Ron Lightsey 29.00
Pam Cemino 30.50
Maegan Rich 30.50

Alison Windham 27.00
Stacy Worden 21.00
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Membership Update

Recruiting new members to your local association is an activity recognized and rewarded through the Spike Club. 
Those who participate are called Spikes, and they are among the most valued members of the association.  

Member-to-member recruitment and retention efforts are the largest source of growth for the federation. Spikes bring grassroots growth and
stability. These efforts lend to the development of the general membership and our leadership pipeline, keeping the face of the federation true to that
of our industry and the scope of interests we represent. Spikes are the membership leaders of our federation, building the voice, power and influence

on every level, in every state. We would like to say Thank you! to all of our wonderful members, without whom we could not do all that we do.

Growing Our Strength Through Member Recruitment, 

Retention, and Involvement 

Thank you for renewing!

Membership Renewal

July
Spike ReportWelcome New Members!

 

Hancock Whitney Bank
Kept Classic Homes

MI-BOX Moving & Mobile Storage
My BCS Home

Andrews Myers, P.C.
Bryan + College Station Real Producers

H3 Outdoor Design & Construction
Stoneside Custom Homes

 

Bryan Business Council
Caldwell Homes

GTH Design & Build, LLC
Highland Interest

Holley's Window Fashions
Program Insurance Group
Round Top Home Builders
Schaefer Custom Homes

Spirit of Texas Bank
 



Greater Brazos Valley Builders 
Association
230 Southwest Pkwy East
College Station, Texas 77840


